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Foreword – 7.4/7.14 

In keeping with the Mission Statement of the Association, this Code of Practice is intended to ensure 
the 
attainment of the highest standards of quality, safety, hygiene and ethical conduct in the water cooler 
Industry through unimpeachable products and services supplied by Members to their customers, in 
full recognition of the Industry’s legal and environmental responsibilities.

It has been prepared to formulate the requirements for the location, hygienic operation, maintenance 
and sanitisation of bottled water coolers and the quality and safety of bottled water and related 
products and should be read in conjunction with the Association’s Bottling Plant & Distributor Audit 
Requirements & Guidelines and Bylaws.

Bottled water is defined by legislation as a food product and must therefore be treated as such 
at each stage from its abstraction at the source, to bottling, storage, delivery to the customer and 
dispensing from the water cooler into the cup.

In keeping with the above requirement, Members of the Association recognise the obligation of all 
persons concerned in the chain of supply, from protection of the water source to the maintenance 
and sanitisation of the water cooler to ensure the satisfaction of the end-consumer and their 
continued health and safety.

Any Member supplying and/or servicing ‘plumbed-in’ (POU) water coolers in addition to their 
bottled water cooler activities must adhere and be bound by the relevant Code of Practice of the 
Association for POU coolers in force at the time.

Relevant sections (as specified) of this Code of Practice are applicable to Bottler, Distributor, 
Supplier and Applicant Members.

Section 1:  General Health, Hygiene & Safety – 7.4/7.14

1.1 Members must develop a comprehensive Food Safety Policy, which must be communicated 
to all relevant personnel involved with the source, production/bottling, storage, distribution, 
maintenance and sanitisation of bottled water and bottled water coolers and drinking cups. 

1.2 Management and staff of Bottler, Distributor and Supplier Members should be conversant with 
the requirements and procedures of the Association’s generic Emergency Product Recall Plan and 
HACCP, as amended from time to time and implement their own specific procedures.

1.3 To comply with the requirements of the latest food hygiene regulations, Members are prohibited 
from accepting back from a customer, or a trial customer, any unopened full bottles of water. The 
contents of such bottles, if returned by a customer, should be disposed of immediately at the 
customer premises and should not be loaded onto the Member’s transport unless suitably marked 
as being “Returned Stock Not for Consumption”.
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Section 2:  Water Cooler Location and Siting at the Customer Premises -  7.4/7.14

2.1 The location of water coolers at the customer premises is vital to their safe and hygienic 
operation and should conform to the requirements of this Code and “Essential Care of your Water 
Cooler”. Specific guidelines issued by the Association for schools and hospitals, hospices and 
homes for the elderly should also be observed – (see separate Guidelines).

2.2a The Member’s name and telephone number must be clearly displayed in a prominent position 
on every water cooler. 

2.2b Where bottled water is bottled by the Member and carries the required information in a 
prominent position on the bottle label and the water is not branded differently to the trading name of 
the Member; this information shall be considered as adequate.
 
2.3 The Member must provide each new customer with the Association’s leaflet entitled “Essential 
Care of Your Water Cooler”, or similar leaflet produced by the Member, containing advisory and 
cautionary information relating to the water cooler and bottled water.

Section 3:  Delivery and Storage of Bottled Water and Coolers to Customer Premises - 
7.4/7.14

3.1 Bottled water and water coolers should be transported to the customer premises in vehicles 
suitable for the purpose, permitting the security and hygienic delivery of the product, without risk of 
contamination, or tainting by polluting substances or materials.

3.2 Bottled water at the customer premises should be stored inside the premises, in a cool dry place 
and away from direct sunlight, away from any potentially tainting, or polluting materials, so as to 
prevent any risk of contamination prior to, or whilst the bottles are being prepared for, or placed onto 
the cooler.

3.3 Bottled water supplied to customers must, as a minimum, be within its “Best-Before Date”, less 
three months.  

3.4 The “ In-use Life” of bottled water, defined as the period from the date of installation of the bottle 
onto the water cooler to the date when it is removed/exchanged, shall not exceed 3 weeks. 

3.5 At all stages of delivery to the customer the water cooler must be:

 a) Properly and effectively wrapped to reduce risk of contamination.
 b) Handled with care and in such a manner as to reduce/prevent damage to the wrapping.
 c) Kept clean.

3.6 Disposable drinking cups shall be supplied wrapped to protect them from risk of contamination 
and must be stored in a clean dry place until placed in the cup dispenser designed to prevent 
contamination. 
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Section 4: Water Cooler Sanitisation and Sanitary Maintenance - 7.4/7.14

4.1 ‘Sanitisation’ is defined as the combined process of both cleaning and disinfection of the 
following critical internal water-contact areas that are potentially at risk from microbiological 
contamination, and ‘Sanitary Maintenance’ :

a) The interface between the water bottle and the water cooler – bayonet & valve fitting.
b) The internal water reservoir, or chill-tank.
c) The waterways by which the water is directed to the dispensing taps.
d) The dispensing taps.

4.2 The water cooler disinfection process must be one approved by the cooler manufacturer, or one 
that has proved its effectiveness to the satisfaction of the Association, in sanitising all the critical 
water-contact areas of the cooler and not just one component, or a sample of material.

4.3 ‘Sanitary Maintenance’ is defined as the process of attending to the water cooler on a regular 
13-week scheduled basis to clean and disinfect the cooler’s external surfaces and the dispensing 
taps.

4.4 All new water coolers received from suppliers should be sanitised prior to first time use. The 
santisation may be either at the customer premises or the member’s depot. Coolers returned from 
clients or trials must be sanitised prior to being re-delivered to the customer premises. 

Coolers with disposable water contact surfaces are exempt this requirement if a new disposable 
water contact surface and dispensing device has been installed after each usage.
 
4.5 Both sanitisation and sanitary maintenance are required on a minimum 13-week schedule, that 
is to say four times per year +/- 20%. The timing from between these events shall be counted from 
when the cooler was last attended for these purposes and not from the date it was delivered to the 
customer. Specific timing conditions relate to water coolers located at schools and hospitals. (See 
separate Guidelines.)

4.6 Coolers with disposable water contact surfaces must have these surfaces changed every 13 
weeks. Any variation of this will be subject to the requirements of Sections 4.8 and 4.9 below. 

4.7 Any reduction in the frequency of sanitisation below the mandatory four per year as a result 
of technological development shall not reduce the frequency of sanitisations as defined herein to 
less than one per six month period. Intermediate sanitary maintenance as defined herein shall be 
required at 13 weekly intervals.

4.8 The Association, at its discretion, may approve the reduction in the mandated frequency 
of sanitisation as a result of water cooler construction, material technology, or an accessory 
disinfection device, where there exists documented proof that WE has validated and approved its 
performance. 
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4.9 A product with a valid WE Certificate of Compliance must also be approved by the BWCA 
Executive Council prior to being recognised for the purpose of the BWCA Distributor Audit 
requirement i.e. for reducing the frequency of sanitisation of a bottled water cooler, as defined 
herein, from four sanitisations per year, i.e. once every 13 weeks, to two sanitisations per year i.e. 
once every 26 weeks, as detailed herein.  

4.10 The BWCA approval is on the condition that the two sanitisations being omitted are replaced by 
two sanitary maintenance, as defined herein, at the stipulated 13 week interval and that the product 
is installed and maintained to the requirements specified by the manufacturer. 

4.11 Members shall provide each new customer with the Association’s leaflet explaining the 
requirement for both regular sanitisation and sanitary maintenance of bottled water coolers, or 
similar leaflet, and offer the sanitisation and sanitary maintenance service to their customers. The 
frequency interval between sanitisation and sanitary maintenance visits must strictly relate to the 
type of cooler, material technology, or retro-fitted disinfection device installed on the water cooler at 
the customer premises and approved by the Association.

4.12 If the customer is unwilling to bear the cost of sanitisation and sanitary maintenance, and the 
Member is unwilling to bear the cost of this service, then the Member must furnish the customer with 
information on the required frequency of sanitisation and sanitary maintenance for the type of cooler 
and any retro-fitted disinfection device installed and advise that this work should be undertaken by a 
competent professional. The Member must also obtain a written disclaimer from the customer.

4.13 The dates of both the sanitisation and sanitary maintenance visits to the customer must be 
recorded on a label/record card affixed to the water cooler, or kept nearby, so that this record can be 
inspected and certified by a third party auditor.  

4.14 Members must operate a centralised cooler database recording all pertinent technical details 
about the water cooler, its location at the customer premises and full sanitisation and sanitary 
maintenance records. (See Distributor Audit Requirements & Guidelines.)

4.15 Off-premises water cooler sanitisation and sanitary maintenance (e.g. at the Member’s 
depot) must be performed in an area compliant with the requirements of the latest food hygiene 
regulations. 

4.16 Personnel undertaking sanitisation and sanitary maintenance are required to conform to the 
requirements concerning personal hygiene and the use of proper procedures, equipment and 
materials. Personnel must have attended the BWCA Hygiene Awareness Course, or equivalent 
within 6 months of joining the Member company. (See Section – Training.)

4.17 Sanitisations undertaken at the customer premises must be monitored as part of a regular 
inspection programme by an appointed (internal/external) inspector and shall be documented and 
available for inspection as part of the annual Distributor Audit.
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4.18 Members shall strive to maximise the number of coolers within their sanitisation programme. 
A minimum threshold level of 80% of the number of coolers on ‘rental’, or ‘loan’ to ‘non-domestic’ 
customers, shall be a condition of continued BWCA membership.

4.19 For coolers located in hospitals, hospices and nursing homes, it is recommended that sanitary 
maintenance be undertaken weekly by hospital authorities having been given advice and relevant 
materials and that sanitisation be undertaken on a more frequent basis than 13-weeks regardless of 
water cooler technology. In medium and high-risk areas of such establishments monthly santisation 
is recommended. 

4.20 Sanitisation of coolers located at schools must be undertaken on a minimum basis of once 
per school
term, that is three times per academic year and no sooner than than 10 days prior to the beginning 
of the term. If the cooler is to be used during the summer period i.e. a fourth term, than a further 
sanitisation is required. 

4.21 Supplier Members selling coolers direct to end-users must ensure that customers are provided 
with the contact details of a BWCA distributor member who can provide product and sanitisation in 
accordance with the BWCA Code of Practice.

Section 5: Water Cooler Electrical & Mechanical Maintenance - 7.4/7.14 

5.1 Service engineers attending water coolers at the customer premises must have attended the 
BWCA Hygiene Awareness Course, or equivalent, within 6 months of joining the Member company 
and have a full understanding of the hygiene standards required, particularly where they are 
required to work with a water cooler loaded with a bottle of water. This is equally applicable to sub-
contract personnel working on behalf of the Member.

5.2 Upon completion of maintenance to any water-contact surfaces of the water cooler it must be 
both sanitary cleaned and sanitised in the prescribed and approved manner for the type of cooler.

5.3  In keeping with the requirements defined by latest electricity at work regulations, Members must 
operate a water cooler Portable Appliance Testing procedure (PAT) on all coolers prior to delivery for 
trial and to customer premises.

Section 6: Water Cooler Construction Standards - 7.4/7.14

6.1 Materials and construction must be in compliance with the applicable British Standard, or 
equivalent as amended from time to time and meet applicable EU Directives such as ROHS 
(Reduction of Hazardous Substances).

6.2 All water-contact surfaces/materials must be in compliance with the latest relevant legislation for 
food contact materials to ensure that contamination of the water does not occur. 
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6.3 Water coolers must be CE marked for electrical safety and the supplier of the cooler to the 
Member must be able to demonstrate certification from the manufacturer. 

6.4 The Bayonet-and-valve closed reservoir system for bottled water coolers, fitted with an integral 
air filtration system (5-micron min.) and used in conjunction with the specified bottle caps, is the only 
BWCA approved system by which bottled water may be transferred from the bottle to the cooler 
reservoir.

6.5 Water coolers that also incorporate a water heating facility must:

a) Have an appropriate warning label affixed to them, stating e.g. “Caution Very Hot Water”, in a  
 prominent location (preferably adjacent to the hot tap) and easily visible to users.

b) Be fitted with a child-proof tap safety mechanism.

 
Section 7: Source, Bottling and Storage of Bottled Water - 7.4/7.14

7.1 Members shall only supply bottled water that originates from a source and bottling plant 
operated by a bottler who has passed the annual BWCA Bottling Plant Audit, for the current period, 
undertaken by the inspection organisation appointed by the Association for the current Membership 
year. The bottler must also be in compliance with all parts and requirements of this Section.

7.2 The designated person in charge of the bottling operation must have attended and successfully 
passed, at merit level, the BWCA Plant Operators Certification Course and the Hygiene Awareness 
Course, or equivalent.  A person, having passed at either merit or ordinary level, must be present at 
the bottling plant at all times of bottling. (See Training.)

7.3  All personnel working within the bottling plant are required to conform to the requirements 
concerning personal hygiene and must have attended the BWCA Hygiene Awareness Course, or 
equivalent, within 6 months of commencing work in the bottling plant. (See Training.)

7.4 If a Distributor Member commences bottling, then they must have passed the annual BWCA 
Bottling Plant Audit prior to commencing the supply of their bottled water product to customers and 
other BWCA Member(s).   

7.5 All bottles of water shall be labelled in accordance with all relevant and current bottled water, 
labelling, food and other regulations and shall display in a prominent position a production “Batch 
No.” for purposes of traceability and a “Best Before Date”. The “Best Before Date” may serve as 
a “Batch No.” for traceability purposes where only one batch of product is produced within a 24-
hour period... The bottle label should bear as a minimum a product description, as specified in the 
relevant regulations (e.g. Spring Water), the declared volume and a contact name and address.  

7.6 The “Best Before Date” for re-usable polycarbonate bottles shall not exceed 6 months from the 
date of bottling and not exceed 12 months for ‘one-time’ use PET, or similar bottles.
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7.7 All bottles of water supplied by Bottler Members, to both Members and non-Members, shall 
display in a prominent position either the BWCA generic or environmental statement. One-way one-
use PET bottles must use only the BWCA generic statement on all caps.

7.8 Facilities used for bottling of water shall be in buildings that permit effective and hygienic 
operations and storage and which are not affected adversely by any surrounding environmental 
factors. A pest-control programme must be implemented with an accredited contractor. (See Bottling 
Plant Audit Requirements & Guidelines.)

7.9 Outside storage of bottled water is permitted in exceptional cases only and must not exceed 24 
hours. Any water so stored should be adequately protected from potential hazards, including direct 
sunlight. (See Bottling Plant Audit and Distributor Audit Requirements & Guidelines.)

Section 8:  Bottled Water and Water Cooler Distribution Depots – 7.4/7.14 

8.1 A “Depot” is classified as premises used by Members (including temporary storage containers 
and portakabins), at one geographical location and used for the purposes of any of; storage and/or 
distribution of bottled water, drinking cups, water coolers and related components, the maintenance 
and/or sanitising of water coolers, whether these premises be owned, rented, or where the specific 
function(s) are subcontracted to third parties. Each such depot must be the subject of an annual 
Distributor Audit or relevant parts as agreed with the Auditor.

8.2 Facilities used for the storage of water coolers, bottled water and related products shall 
be in buildings that permit effective and hygienic operations and storage and which are not 
affected adversely by any surrounding environmental factors. A pest-control programme must be 
implemented with an accredited contractor. (See Distributor Audit Requirements & Guidelines.)

8.3 Areas used at the Member’s depot for the sanitary maintenance and sanitisation of water coolers 
must be compliant with the requirements of the latest food hygiene regulations.  (See Distributor 
Audit Requirements & Guidelines.)

8.4 Every depot shall be under direct supervision of a person who is based ‘on-site’ and has 
attended and successfully passed the BWCA Food Safety & HACCP for Distribution Depot 
Managers & Supervisors  Course, and the BWCA Hygiene Awareness Course, or equivalent. (See 
Training.)

8.5 All staff including warehouse and distribution personnel, involved in handling of water coolers, 
cups and related products must have attended the relevant BWCA Hygiene Awareness Course, or 
equivalent, within 6 months of joining the Member company, or commencing this job activity. (See 
Training.)

8.6. Facilities used for the storage and supply of bottled water must be registered with the local 
Environmental Health Department. 

8.7 Outside storage of bottled water is permitted in exceptional cases only and must not exceed 24 
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hours. Any water so stored should be adequately protected from potential hazards, including direct 
sunlight. (See Bottling Plant &Distributor Audit Requirements & Guidelines.)

8.8 The maximum period of time allowed for bottled water to remain loaded on to transport for transit 
(inter-depot) purposes must not exceed 4 days from the date of loading. During that time period 
and when not being driven on the public road, the transport must at all times be securely and safely 
parked-up, minimising the risk of accidental, or deliberate contamination.

8.9 Forklift vehicles must not be gas or petrol operated – see Audit guidelines.

Section 9:  Drinking Cups, Bottles and Caps - 7.4/7.14 

9.1 Members shall only purchase, use and supply bottles, caps and cups where the product or 
material of manufacture meets the relevant food legislation e.g. Materials & Articles in Contact with 
Food Regulations.  Members supplying water in one-way, one-use PET bottles should ensure that 
the bottles comply with the latest regulations.

9.2 Where Members supply cups for use with hot water dispensed from water coolers, these cups 
must:

a) Be of such specification that will withstand the temperature of the water dispensed without 
excessive deformation, heat transfer, or danger of scalding the consumer.

b) Have been tested by an accredited laboratory and for which a Certificate of Compliance is 
in the possession of the Member, specifying the maximum temperature which the cup can safely 
sustain, subject to (a) above.

Cups not meeting the requirements of (a) detailed above, must be clearly labelled “For Cold Drinks 
Only”, or an equivalent statement.

9.3 Where practical, Members should endeavour to be part of a bottle, cap and cup recycling 
scheme.

Section 10: Regulations Codes & Standards - 5.0/6.04

10.1 Members must keep up-to-date copies of regulations, codes and standards relevant to the 
bottled water and water cooler industry and ensure that their management and staff are informed of 
the relevant requirements of these, where these affect the performance of their duties, in the interest 
of public health and safety.                             
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Section 11: Crisis Prevention, Protection and Management - 7.4/7.14 

11.1 Members must operate a customer complaint record system, recording pertinent details of 
each complaint including the remedial action take. The system must be monitored regularly and 
trend evaluation implemented to determine and provide early warning of a potential crisis.  

11.2 Bottler, Distributor and Supplier Members must have a fully operational HACCP 
plan,customised to their individual company’s requirements, based on the Association’s generic 
HACCP plan, covering all aspects from the water source, production, bottling, storage and 
transportation (as applicable) and should be reviewed and updated annually. HACCP control points 
must be monitored on a monthly frequency and recorded.

11.3 Members must develop and implement an Emergency Product Recall Plan (EPRP) and Crisis 
Management Procedures (CMP) based on the Association’s generic EPRP. Members’ personnel 
should be conversant with the requirements and procedures of the EPRP and CMP and aware of 
their specific roles within them. 

11.4 The person designated in the EPRP as the ‘Recall Co-ordinator’ must have attended and 
successfully passed the BWCA Crisis Management Certification Course, or equivalent. (See 
Training.)

11.5 Every classification of Member must individually inform the Association Secretariat of the 
following:

a) A potential crisis affecting their company, as soon as is practically possible.
b) A potential Industry wide crisis, as soon as they become aware of it.
c) A Product Recall from customer premises initiated by them.

11.6 Where a potential, or real, crisis relates to a product supplied by a Supplier Member (whether 
manufactured by them or not) to Members and/or non-Members, in any country, the Supplier 
Member shall immediately inform the Association Secretariat.

11.7 Members must inform ALL their potentially affected customers of a product recall, including all 
trade customers for whom they contract fill, or supply bottled water for onward distribution under 
contract.

Section 12: Inspections & Audits - 7.4/7.14

12.1 Bottler members shall be subject to an annual Bottling Plant Inspection.  A traffic-light marking 
system is used (green, amber and red).  The aim is to attain all green.  A member will be deemed 
to have failed the audit if one or more RED non-conformances are identified.  Whilst a PASS/FAIL 
will be given on the day of the audit, it is subject to a satisfactory response to ALL corrective actions 
being received and approved within the agreed timescale.  Any deficiencies recorded by the Auditor 
must be corrected within agreed timescales. 
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12.2 Distributor Members are subject to an annual Audit as required by the category of membership 
for each operating depot, as defined in Section 8.  A traffic-light marking system is used (green, 
amber and red).  The aim is to attain all green.  A member will be deemed to have failed the audit 
if one or more RED non-conformances are identified.  Whilst a PASS/FAIL will be given on the day 
of the audit, it is subject to a satisfactory response to ALL corrective actions being received and 
approved within the agreed timescale.  Any deficiencies recorded by the Auditor must be corrected 
within agreed timescales.

12.3 Supplier Members marketing water-contact products are subject to an annual audited 
Questionnaire.

12.4 Where corrective action is not undertaken by a Member to the satisfaction of the Auditor and 
the Association, within the agreed timescale, Membership will automatically be suspended as 
detailed in the Bylaws.

12.5 It shall be the duty of every member to carry out internal self-audits of all relevant requirements 
to ensure ongoing compliance with the BWCA requirements.

12.6 The Association shall annually confirm the appointment of Auditors for each of the prescribed 
Audits. These shall be third party independent persons, or organisations, appointed for their 
expertise in these fields. They shall report their conclusions, recommendations and results to both 
the Member and the Association Secretariat and when required to the Executive Council. All such 
information shall be held in strict confidence.  

Section 13: Professional Training & Education - 7.4/7.14

13.1. Personnel, other than administrative and sales, must undergo appropriate induction training 
prior to starting work in all aspects personal hygiene, health and safety, cooler and product 
hygiene relevant to their work activity, by attendance of approved training courses undertaken by 
organisations, or trainers approved by the Association and the passing of the related examination(s).  

13.2 Members must produce and keep updated a training manual that is available to staff and 
maintain comprehensive training records for each staff member as proof of competence of their 
personnel.

13.3 Members are required to have relevant personnel responsible for specific functions attend and 
successfully pass job specific training courses, as detailed below:

Responsibility For:      Course Title:

a) Distribution Depot Management* (5)   Food Safety & HACCP for Distribution Depot  
        Managers & Supervisors (Depot Manager’s  
        Course)
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b) Bottling Plant Operation* (5)    Plant Operators Course 

c) Crisis Management –
 Product Recall Co-ordinator  (3)    Crisis Management Course

d) Cooler Sanitisation, 
Service and Bottling Plant Personnel (3)   Hygiene Awareness Course

e) Cooler installation to mains water supply
 (No refresher required.)     WRAS qualification

(3) – these courses require a 3-yearly refresher 
(5) – these courses require a 5-yearly refresher
* Those holding a certificate in Food Safety & HACCP for Distribution Depot Managers, or Plant 
Operation, do not have to refresh the Hygiene Awareness Course every three years.

13.4 Members are encouraged to have personnel trained in the following:

Area of Activity :      Course Title:

Sales & Customer Service     BWCA Qualified Advisors Course

Cooler Sanitisation & Service    BWCA Sanitisation & Service Course

Section 14 : Environmental Management - 5.0/6.04 

14.1 The Association mandates its Members to strive to attain the objectives of its mission 
statement without compromising and with full consideration of all current environmental issues 
impacting the Industry.

14.2  Members should endeavour to promote sustainable and environmentally compliant solutions 
in waste management, including; repair/refurbishment, re-use and recycling of water coolers, water 
bottles, bottle caps, drinking cups and packaging materials. 

14.3 Members shall show as a separate item on their invoice to their customers an ‘Environmental 
Charge’ related to the cost of collecting, warehousing, transporting and having recycled, by 
licensed operators, water coolers, bottles, bottle caps and cups, as applicable to their business. It is 
recommended that this be called the ‘Environmental Recycling Charge’ (ERC). 

14.4 When recycling products, Members must only use contractors holding a Waste Management 
Licence appropriate to the category of product being recycled and in keeping with any applicable 
regulations and directives issued by the Environment Agency.

14.5 All products being recycled must be recorded and statistical information made available to the 
Association Secretariat on a timely basis when requested.

14.6  As Members are not directly responsible for the disposal and re-cycling of the one-way, 
one-use PET bottle, the Member should ensure the distributor acts responsibly with regards to the 
re-cycling and disposal of the one-way, one-use PET bottle.

END
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